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Research summary: My field of research includes the factorization problem in polynomial rings,
irreducibility and separability criteria for polynomials with integer coefficients, irreducibility and
separability criteria for multivariate polynomials over arbitrary fields, multiplicative convolutions
of polynomials, lacunary polynomials, compositions of polynomials, linear combinations of rela-
tively prime polynomials, root location for polynomials, orthogonal polynomials, bounds for the
multiplicities of the irreducible factors of polynomials, Newton polygons, irreducibility criteria
for finite Dirichlet series, Mahler measure, zero-free regions for Dirichlet series and power series,
primality tests, connections between primality and irreducibility, nonvanishing criteria for deter-
minants, arithmetic functions, diophantine equations, finite group theory, group products, group
deformations, λ - rings, combinatorics, etc. Related to these topics, we obtained:

• irreducibility criteria obtained by Newton polygon methods, that use divisibility conditions
for coefficients with respect to more than a single prime number; here we will only mention
the following result that provides irreducibility conditions with respect to two prime numbers,
conditions that are symmetric with respect to the two primes considered, and also to the normal
and reverse ordering of the coefficients:
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Theorem Let f(X) = a0 + a1X + · · · + anX
n ∈ Z[X], a0an 6= 0. If there exist two distinct

indices j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n−1} such that j+k 6= n and two distinct prime numbers p and q such that
i) p | ai for i 6= j, p - aj, p2 - a0 and p2 - an,
ii) q | ai for i 6= k, q - ak, q2 - a0 and q2 - an,

then f is irreducible over Q.

• a Capelli - type theorem for multiplicative convolutions of polynomials that extends the classical
result of Capelli (1897) on the canonical decomposition of compositions of polynomials:

Theorem Let K be a field, f, g, h ∈ K[X], f irreducible over K, g and h relatively prime, and
f(α) = 0. If

g(X)− αh(X)
can
=

K(α)
const ·

r∏
i=1

φi(X)ei ,

then

hdeg f · f(g/h)(X)
can
=
K
const ·

r∏
i=1

NK(α)/Kφi(X)ei .

In particular, the degree of every irreducible factor of hdeg f · f(g/h) must be a multiple of deg f .

We recall that the class of multiplicative convolutions (polynomials of the form hdeg(f)f(g/h) with
f, g and h polynomials over a given field) contains the usual compositions of polynomials (h = 1)
and also the linear combinations of two polynomials (when f is linear). As main applications
of this result, we obtained irreducibility criteria for multiplicative convolutions of polynomials
with integer coefficients, as well as for multiplicative convolutions of polynomials in an arbitrary
number of indeterminates over a given field (joint work with A.I. Bonciocat);
• Irreducibility and separability criteria for univariate polynomials with integer coefficients or with
coefficients in a finite field; in this respect we would like to point out criteria for polynomials that
have one large coefficient and take a prime value, criteria for polynomials that take a prime power
value, criteria for lacunary polynomials with leading coefficient divisible by a large prime power,
criteria for linear combinations of relatively prime polynomials, and criteria that use various forms
to express prime numbers as sums of integers subject to certain inequalities;
• irreducibility and separability criteria for multivariate polynomials over arbitrary fields; in
this respect we obtained several methods to construct irreducible multivariate polynomials from
irreducible polynomials in fewer variables, in particular from large prime numbers. A way to
produce irreducible multivariate polynomials is to express an irreducible univariate polynomial f
in an arbitrary (polynomial) base g via the Euclidean algorithm, and to replace then the powers
of g by the corresponding powers of a new indeterminate. Another way to produce irreducible
multivariate polynomials is to replace some of the monomials akX

k of an irreducible univariate
polynomial with monomials in two variables of the form akX

iY j with i+ j = k. Another method
to produce irreducible multivariate polynomials is to express an irreducible univariate polynomial
as a sum of polynomials ai(X) and to consider then the sum of the terms ai(X)Y i. Here we
mention the following result: Let K be a field. If we write an irreducible polynomial f ∈ K[X]
as a sum of polynomials a0, a1, . . . , an ∈ K[X] with deg(a0) > max deg(a1), . . . , deg(an), then the
polynomial F (X,Y ) = a0(X) + a1(X)Y + · · · + an(X)Y n is irreducible over K(X). (joint work
with A. Zaharescu)
• irreducibility conditions for multivariate polynomials F (X1, . . . , Xr) ∈ K[X1, . . . , Xr] over an
arbitrary field K, with degr−1F (X1, . . . , Xr−1, fi) sufficiently small for some polynomials fi ∈
K[X1, . . . , Xr−1] having pairwise distinct degrees with respect toXr−1, that extend to multivariate
polynomials the classical irreducibility conditions of Pólya; in particular we obtained irreducibility
criteria for polynomials of the form f(x)(y − f1(x)) · · · (y − fn(x)) + g(x), with f, f1, . . . , fn, g
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univariate polynomials over an arbitrary field (joint work with Y. Bugeaud, M. Cipu and M.
Mignotte);
• bounds for the multiplicities of the roots of complex polynomials (in particular separability
criteria), that use information on the absolute value of the coefficients; bounds for the multiplicities
of the roots of integer polynomials, that rely on information on the canonical decomposition of
the coefficients (joint work with A.I. Bonciocat and A. Zaharescu);
• bounds for the multiplicities of the irreducible factors of multivariate polynomials over arbitrary
fields, that use information on the degrees of the coefficients with respect to a given indeterminate
(joint work with A.I. Bonciocat and A. Zaharescu);
• square-free criteria for polynomials using no derivatives, nor discriminants; here we proved
the fact that in positive characteristic, the absence of repeated irreducible factors for a given
polynomial may be tested by studying a certain determinant, rather than studying its derivative
or its discriminant; we also obtained nonvanishing conditions for determinants of matrices with
polynomial entries (that extend Ostrowski’ s nonvanishing conditions for determinants of matrices
with complex entries) (joint work with E. Alkan, A.I. Bonciocat and A. Zaharescu);
• upper bounds for the number of irreducible factors (counting multiplicities) of linear combina-
tions of relatively prime univariate polynomials with rational coefficients, and of linear combina-
tions of relatively prime multivariate polynomials over arbitrary fields;
• a method to study the factorization of finite Dirichlet series that relies on the analysis of
their logarithmic convex hulls. In this respect, we used logarithmic counterparts of the usual
Newton polygons and polytopes to obtain several irreducibility criteria for finite Dirichlet series,
some of them being analogous to the classical results of Eisenstein, Schönemann, Dumas and
Ostrowski for polynomials, or to more recent ones obtained by Filaseta and Gao. Criteria that
use simultaneously two or more p-adic valuations have been also obtained. We also obtained some
conditions of p-irreducibility for finite Dirichlet series in a non-Archimedean setting, inspired by
previous joint work with Zaharescu, Mignotte, Bugeaud, Cipu and A.I. Bonciocat on multivariate
polynomials;
• some applications of finite Dirichlet series in factorization problems for multivariate polynomials
over unique factorization domains;
• strips and hyperbolas defining the location of the roots of polynomials in terms of the coefficients
appearing in their Hermite expansion; our results generalize some classical results of Turan (joint
work with M. Cipu);
• lower bounds for the Mahler measure for some classes of nonreciprocal polynomials with integer
coefficients;
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